We propose a method to optimise the parameters of a policy which will be used to safely perform a given task in a data-efficient manner. We train a Gaussian process model to capture the system dynamics, based on the PILCO framework. Our model has useful analytic properties, which allow closed form computation of error gradients and estimating the probability of violating given state space constraints. During training, as well as operation, only policies that are deemed safe are implemented on the real system, minimising the risk of failure.
Introduction
Reinforcement learning is widely used to find suitable policies for a great number of tasks. Model free, value function-based methods like Q-learning are especially popular. Such methods often need a large number of interactions with the system, usually a simulator, to converge to a policy. In applications without a reliable and accurate simulator, each policy has to be evaluated on a physical system. This induces significant costs, from training time and economic loss, to physical wear and tear of the system. Another concern is that of safety, and particularly the avoidance of specific states, or sets of states which we consider dangerous for the system or undesirable for some reason (such as the avoidance of obstacles). These constraints are defined a priori, on the state space, and the algorithm should respect them even during the learning process.
To address these concerns, we propose a flexible model-based, safety-aware approach to learning. Models have repeatedly been used to increase the data efficiency of learning algorithms [1, 10, 6] but the lack of flexibility in most parametric model classes can prove to be inhibitive. Gaussian processes (GPs) [12] , being non-parametric, can adapt their flexibility to the training data set and explicitly account for model uncertainty, addressing both these issues. The PILCO framework [6] , offers a paradigm for model-based, data-efficient reinforcement learning (RL), based on GPs. In this work we extend this approach, allowing the model to deal with constrained state spaces, where exploration is guided by policy learning and constraint satisfaction.
Relevant Work
The task of choosing good parameter values for a controller is well-studied. Indeed, control theory has long been the go-to solution for designing controllers for dynamical systems, either in the form of optimal control, where usually an accurate model of the system is assumed to be known, or in robust control, where model uncertainty is also addressed. In RL, interactions with the system provide the necessary information to design a policy [14] . Among the variants of RL, we find modelbased and model-free methods, value function-based or policy search methods. In this taxonomy, our method belongs to the model-based policy search family, while also emphasising safety and constraint compliance. Excellent reviews on the topics can be found in the literature e.g. [8] for policy search methods, [3] for a formal definition and treatment of systems' properties including safety and [9] for RL approaches to safety. Additionally, relevant works have combined GP models with receding horizon control [2, 15] , solving constrained optimisation problems online (during each episode). Other approaches to safe policy search are based on constrained Bayesian optimisation (BO). In [13] the authors suggest an algorithm that uses a surrogate model, defined on the parameter space, to avoid evaluating low performing policies (a threshold on performance is predetermined). In [4] , an extension allows the system to deal with constraints defined on other metrics than the return, assuming available measurements of how close the constraints are to being violated.
Problem Statement
Informally, the task is to design a controller for an unknown, nonlinear dynamical system that aims to bring the system to some desired state, without passing through unsafe states.
We assume:
• a state space X ⊂ R n • an input space U ⊂ R m as the set of all legal inputs
• the dynamical system with a transition function x t+1 = f (x t , u t ) + ǫ N where ǫ N is assumed to be white noise • a set S ⊂ X of safe states and a corresponding D = X \ S of unsafe (dangerous) states
• a reward function r : X → R Our task is to design a policy, π : X → U , with parameters θ, that maximises the expected total reward over time T, while the system remains in safe parts of the state space at all times. We demand the probability of the system being always in safe states to be higher than some ǫ. The sequence of states the system passes through, the trajectory, is x = {x 1 , ..., x T } and we want all x i ∈ x to be safe, meaning x i ∈ S. Considering the joint probability distribution of the T random variables x i , p, we are interested in the probability:
Defining this probability as Q, and making the dependence on the policy and its parameters explicit, we write the constraint as Q π (θ) > ǫ.
Our second goal is to maximise the performance of the system, by maximising the expected accumulated reward (return). Again the expectation is over the joint probability distribution over the set of the states the system passes through:
These two objectives are combined in a weighted sum, introducing parameter µ, to create an objective function that combines safety and performance (a risk-sensitive criterion according to [9] ),
4 Algorithm
Model
We assume that the real dynamics of the physical system we want to control are given by
. Defining ∆x t = x t − x t−1 , we train the GP model with input pairs of {x t−1 , u t−1 } and target ∆x t . The model outputs predictions of ∆x t , given x t−1 and u t−1 .
Further we want to predict {x t+1 , x t+2 , ...}, so we are required to make predictions over multiple time steps. To perform this we use the output of the model (∆x t ) to estimate the current state x t , use the controller's parametrisation to estimate the control input u t , and feed the pair of state and input to the model, to get the new prediction. Exact GP regression over uncertain inputs is intractable and we are following the approximation scheme used in PILCO [6] (described more in depth in [5] ), originally presented in [11] . By cascading predictions, we construct a probabilistic trajectory, a sequence of predicted states along with the corresponding variances τ θ = {x 1 , Σ 1 , ..., x T , Σ T }.
Policy evaluation and improvement
Here in order to evaluate a candidate policy π(θ), we estimate the expected return accumulated throughout the probabilistic trajectory τ (θ), as well as the probability of the system staying in safe states, at all time steps. Assuming an exponential reward function this calculation is performed analytically [6] . For the probability of the system being in safe states during the episode, using the prediction for the trajectory we obtain:
Via a moment matching approximation, and using the GP model, the distribution over states at each time step is given by a Gaussian distribution, conditioned on the previous state distribution, hence p(x t |µ t−1 , Σ t−1 ) ≈ N (x t |µ t , Σ t ). Hence:
where q(x t ) is the probability of the system being in the safe parts of the state space at time step t, q(x t ) = S N (x t |µ t , Σ t )dx.
For the policy improvement step, in contrast with the usual policy gradient approach [8] , where policy gradients have to be stochastically estimated, the expectation of the objective function over the probabilistic trajectory can be analytically calculated. The gradient is then used for a first-order local optimisation process. Our objective function has two components, R π (θ), the expectation of the accumulated reward and Q π (θ), the term quantifying safety. In PILCO [6] the differentiation of R π (θ) is described. The process can be straightforwardly expanded for the probability of the system's trajectory respecting the constraints Q π (θ), but also requires numerical integration (of Gaussian distributions over the unsafe set of states).
Safety check and full algorithm
When the optimisation stops, we have a new candidate policy to be implemented on the real system. Prior to implementation, however, the policy must be verified as safe enough, as it is possible for an unsafe policy to be optimal in terms of J, so long as the expected reward is high enough. If this verification fails the algorithm does not allow implementation, but increases µ by a multiplicative constant and restarts the optimisation (policy evaluation and policy improvement steps). When a policy that is verified as safety compliant is available, it is implemented and new data is recorded from the real system. If the task is performed successfully the algorithm terminates. If not, the newly available data is used to update the model and repeat the process. Evaluate policy as J π (θ) = R + µQ
Update policy using gradient of J π (θ) 8: until Convergence or a time limit is reached 9:
Check if π is safe enough Q π (θ) > ǫ 10:
if safe then
11:
Interact with the system, collect data 12: Retrain GP model on the new data set 13:
Increase µ 15: until task learned Probability of safety -as evaluated at the safety check Figure 2 : Evaluations of Q π (θ), at step 9 of Algorithm 1, for two training processes. In the first case, in red, Q is less than the threshold ǫ = 0.9 for the the first 5 policies proposed. Onwards, safe enough policies are proposed by the algorithm. With green we highlight a potentially problematic scenario, where the algorithm fails to propose a safe enough policy after 20 cycles. Still collisions are avoided, since while Q π (θ) < ǫ interaction with the physical system is prohibited. Experimentally, this behaviour is uncommon but possible.
Experimental Results
Our experimental setup considers two cars approaching a junction. The algorithm is tasked with controlling one of the cars, with the objective of crossing the junction safely, by accelerating or braking. The system's state space X is 4-dimensional (2 position and 2 velocity variables). The input, u, has one dimension, proportional to the (bounded) force applied to the first car. In order to not collide, the cars must not be at the junction (set to be the origin (0,0)) at any point in time. We can hence denote the set of safe states as S = {x ∈ X : |x 1 | > a OR |x 3 | > a}, where a is the minimum safe distance from the junction.
The controller employed is a radial-basis function (RBF) network with 50 units as detailed in PILCO [6] . We consider 20 cycles of policy optimisation for each experiment. The reward function is an exponential located after the junction, and parametrised only on the position of the first car. We consider two algorithms, the first inspired by [7] (a variant of the standard PILCO framework) in which penalties are added to states that need to be avoided, so we note this algorithm as PILCOPen, and the second one follows our method of Algorithm 1 (SafePen). We note that our approach is able to learn to trade off between risk and reward in a principled way, respecting (probabilistically) the constraints imposed. We run six distinct scenarios, each one from different starting position and compare our approach with three versions of the PILCOPen algorithm, each with different weights on the penalty placed on the unsafe part of the state space (µ = 1, 10 and 50). Results in Table 1 show SafePen achieving better performance or less collisions (or both) compared to fixed µ methods.
Conclusion
In this work we propose novel extensions to the well-known PILCO framework for data-efficient and safety-aware policy search. Constraints are defined directly on the state space, and they are respected without need for manual tuning of parameters. Our method is particularly appealing in applications where interactions with the environment are expensive and constraints are present a priori, as is often the case for physical systems, including vehicle navigation. Ongoing work includes larger, more challenging tasks, and more extensive benchmarking against alternative approaches, such as those based on constrained Bayesian optimisation.
